Library Starter Pack
20 Best-Selling Titles to Keep Your Congregation Reading!

Order the Library Starter Pack and receive a 30% DISCOUNT! ISBN: 978-0-8066-8015-6
(Retail value $260.80. With discount, $182.56 plus shipping)

www.augsburgfortress.org • 1-800-328-4648

DISCIPLESHIP
Real Faith for Real Life
Living the Six Marks of Discipleship
  Michael W. Foss
  Paper, $12.99, 978-0-8066-4801-9

Fifty-Two Simple Ways to Make a Difference
  Paul Simon
  Paper, $10.99, 978-0-8066-4678-7

How to Keep a Spiritual Journal
  Revised Edition
  Ron Klug
  Paper, $13.99, 978-0-8066-4357-1

Faith & Fitness
  Tom Hafer
  Paper, $14.99, 978-0-8066-5331-0

Lutheran Questions, Lutheran Answers
  Martin Marty
  Paper, $12.99, 978-0-8066-5350-1

SoulTypes
  Jane Kise
  Paper, $13.99, 978-0-8066-5146-0

CHILDREN AND FAMILY
God Created
  Mark Francisco Bozzi-Jones
  Hardcover, $16.99, 978-0-8066-4568-1

Water Come Down
  The Day You Were Baptized
  Walter Wangerin Jr.
  Hardcover, $16.99, 978-0-8066-3711-2

A Child’s First Book of Prayers
  Lois Rock
  Hardcover, $16.99, 978-0-8066-4374-8

BIBLE STUDY
A Beginner’s Guide to Reading the Bible
  Craig R. Koester
  Paper, $11.99, 978-0-8066-2570-6

A Beginner’s Guide to Studying the Bible
  Rolf E. Aaseng
  Paper, $11.99, 978-0-8066-2571-3

A Beginner’s Guide to the Books of the Bible
  Diane Jacobson and Robert Kysar
  Paper, $11.99, 978-0-8066-2572-0

PRAYER
Luther’s Prayers
  Herbert Brokering
  Paper, $10.99, 978-0-8066-2755-7

Prayer, Expanded Version
  O. Hallesby
  Paper, $7.99, 978-0-8066-2700-7

Soul Weavings
  A Gathering of Women’s Prayers
  Lynn Klug
  Hardcover, $14.99, 978-0-8066-2849-3

  Ted Loder
  Paper, $14.99, 978-0-8066-9054-4

Stretch and Pray
  A Daily Discipline for Physical and Spiritual Wellness
  Murray D. Finck
  Paper, $14.99, 978-0-8066-5137-8

GRIEF AND WELLNESS
Good Grief, Gift Edition
  Granger E. Westberg
  Hardcover, $8.99, 978-0-8066-5150-7

Confidence
  How to Succeed at Being Yourself
  Alan Loy McGinnis
  Paper, $7.99, 978-0-8066-2262-0

Through the Fire
  Spiritual Restoration for Adult Victims of Childhood Sexual Abuse
  Rick Meyer
  Paper, $12.99, 978-0-8066-5132-3